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JOURNEY
Customised Courses

Spatial Vision works closely with the client to develop and deliver customised courses that are directed
to the client’s goals and objectives and at the same time ensuring that the participants receive the best
possible learning outcome for their attendance. Customised courses are based on the client’s business
processes using geospatial data to develop worked examples. Participants learn and practice core GIS
processes that are aligned with the client’s organisation.
Customised courses build business efficiencies by staff learning the preferred method, while ensuring
good data governance and data management is followed within a unified process.

Defining the Course Content

Working closely with the client, each session within the customised course has learning
objectives identified. This ensures Spatial Vision delivers a relevant and appropriate course. The draft
course content and specifically the learning objectives, are approved by the client prior to the
development of the course. Spatial Vision provides a course outline template which is fully
populated to ensure the training meets all objectives.

Development of the Course
The development of a customised course includes:
•
Practical worked examples designed to maximise learning objectives
relevant to the course participants
•
Reference sheets to assist participants in the practical exercises
and become valuable notes for future use.
•
PowerPoint presentations with summary notes and tips and hard copy manuals of
course content are also provided to all participants

Delivery of the Course
Customised courses can be delivered at the client’s offices or at Spatial Vision’s Melbourne Office.
Customised courses normally commence at 9am and conclude at 4pm, with ample breaks, including
morning tea, and lunch breaks. Spatial Vision will provide two trainers during the course delivery, one
trainer to deliver the course, whilst the other trainer will “roam the room” and provide assistance where
required.

Feedback Questionnaires

To assess and evaluate the training
course, an online questionnaire is sent to
all participants at the conclusion of the
course. This feedback ensures Spatial
Vision trainers can continue to improve
the delivery of the course.
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Optional

Pre-training setup assistance at client’s offices - Spatial
Vision can support in installation all required software
and access to technologies on the participants’ PC’s
prior to the training course. This will ensure that training
can begin on time on Day 1 and ensure no time is
wasted downloading the required tools/software/data.
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